Motivated by the recent discovery of Mott insulating phase and unconventional superconductivity due to the flat bands in twisted bilayer graphene, we propose more generic ways of getting twodimensional (2D) emergent flat band lattices using either 2D Dirac materials or ordinary electron gas subject to moderate periodic magnetic fields with zero spatial average. We provide simple formulas for the "magic ratios" between the field strength and its wavenumber for getting flat bands, and give an intuitive explanation for their origin by constructing coarse-grained lattice models. Our work provides new, flexible platforms for exploring interaction-driven phases in 2D systems with arbitrary superlattice symmetries.
Moiré structures formed by stacking 2D crystals such as graphene, hexagonal boron nitride, transition metal dichalcogenides, etc. have attracted a lot of attention recently [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . For incommensurate moiré structures, inplane translation symmetry is broken, posing challenges to the paradigm of solid state physics based on Bloch's theorem. Nonetheless, in the long-wavelength limit and when the moiré potential is weak, one can still adopt a momentum-space description of the low-energy electronic states, and obtain "moiré band structures" even in the case of incommensuration [6] [7] [8] . In this context, Bistritzer and MacDonald first found that the moiré structure formed by twisted bilayer graphene has flat bands at charge neutrality for certain "magic angles" of twisting [8] . The strongly suppressed kinetic energy in these flat bands suggests potential for interaction-driven exotic phases, which were recently revealed experimentally in Refs. 9-11, where both a Mott-insulating phase in undoped twisted bilayer graphene at the first magic angle θ = 1.05
• , and unconventional superconductivity with T c ∼ 1K upon doping are reported.
While the flat moiré bands in the family of twisted multilayer van der Waals materials [12] [13] [14] may host other interaction-driven phases, these phases will inevitably be restricted or selected by the symmetries of the moiré structures, which determine the form of interactions in the moiré bands [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The spatial symmetry of a moiré structure, however, cannot be easily changed since it is dictated by the crystal symmetry of the constituent layers. For example, the moiré pattern of twisted bilayer graphene always has the form of triangular lattice with a 6-fold rotation symmetry. One main task of this Letter is to provide practical ways of realizing 2D flat bands with arbitrary crystalline symmetries, not relying on moiré structures, thus enabling exploration of exotic phases in a larger parameter space. This is made possible through a more generic understanding of the origin of moiré flat bands, which motivates us to replace the moiré potential by periodic external magnetic fields or other artificial crystal potentials such as Zeeman or strain fields [29] [30] [31] , that can now be created and controlled experimentally.
There has been a long effort of creating spatially periodic electric and magnetic fields and studying their influence on condensed matter systems. One of the earliest examples is the observation of Weiss oscillations in conventional two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in GaAs/AlGaAs subject to a one-dimensional periodic static electric potential, created by parallel fringes or metallic strip arrays, and a perpendicular homogeneous magnetic field [32] , which is due to the commensuration between the cyclotron radius and the period of the electric potential [33] [34] [35] [36] . 2D periodic electric potentials on 2DEG [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] , with different symmetries [42] [43] [44] , were also realized, which show Hofstadter butterfly spectra under moderate homogeneous magnetic fields. In parallel, spatially periodic (orbital) magnetic fields in 1D [45] [46] [47] [48] , 2D [49] [50] [51] [52] , and Zeeman fields [53] have been experimentally realized using periodic arrays of superconducting or ferromagnetic strips or dots. More recently, 1D [54] and 2D [55] [56] [57] periodic electric potentials have also been realized in graphene.
In this Letter, we propose that 2D-periodic magnetic fields with zero average, applied on either 2D Dirac systems or ordinary 2DEG, are an effective and versatile way of creating flat bands with arbitrary superlattice symmetry in the low-energy electronic structure. Studies on 1D-periodic magnetic fields with zero average exist in literature [30, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] , but no general conclusions have been made on the existence and origin of 2D flatbands in non-quantizing 2D periodic magnetic fields. We find that the flat bands can be understood as due to the destructive quantum interference in coarse-grained tight-binding models, reminiscent of the classic examples of flat band lattice models [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] . Since the continuum description of graphene moiré also has the form of Dirac electrons subject to non-Abelian gauge potentials [70] [71] [72] , one should be able to use similar arguments to understand the origin of the moiré flat bands as well.
We start by considering a generic 2D Dirac system subject to a perpendicular magnetic field having two cosinusoidal components along x and y directions, respectively: B = B[cos(Kx) + cos(Ky)]ẑ, where K ≡ 2π/a is the wave number with a the period of the magnetic modulation. Specific material realizations will be discussed at arXiv:1808.10046v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 29 Aug 2018 the end. The single-particle Hamiltonian is
where v F is the Fermi velocity of the Dirac fermion, Π = −i ∇ + eA is the kinetic momentum, with e the absolute value of electron charge, and σ the Pauli matrices vector in 2D. The vector potential A corresponding to the periodic magnetic field in the Coulomb gauge is
The effect of the periodic magnetic field can be discussed using the standard plane wave expansion [8, 73] . For weak magnetic fields eB/ K 2 1 and long wavelengths k K the momentum space Hamiltonian can be truncated at the 1st shell, resulting in the effective Hamiltonian
where
with U ≡ ev F B/K. Expanding Eq. (3) up to the 1st order in k/K, we obtain
Eq. (5) clearly indicates that the periodic magnetic field suppresses the Fermi velocity or kinetic energy of the Dirac electron regardless of the signs of B and K. In particular, the linear in k terms vanish when U/( v F K) = 1, or
This is the "magic ratio" between the magnetic field strength and the wave vector squared when the Dirac bands at long wavelengths become flat, which we show in Fig. 1 . For general 2D-periodic and perpendicular magnetic fields defined by a Bravais lattice R, Eq. (6) should, in the 1st-shell approximation, be replaced by
where K belongs to the reciprocal lattice of R, and B K is the K -th Fourier component of the magnetic field. Eq. (6) or (7) are the counterpart of the "magic angle" in twisted bilayer graphene [8] . Indeed, the truncated momentum space Hamiltonian Eq. (3) is very similar to that in twisted bilayer graphene, since the positiondependent inter-layer coupling in the latter case can be viewed as an effective periodic non-Abelian gauge potential [70] [71] [72] , both the amplitude and wavelength of which depend on the twisting angle. Note, however, that the magic ratio is beyond the perturbation regime defined by small eB/ K 2 . Thus one must check convergence of the magic ratio with respect to increasing number of momentum shells [8, 74] . We have considered up to 3rd shell and found the magic ratio decreased by about 10% [73] . We also checked the case of different amplitudes and/or wavenumbers of the periodic magnetic field along x and y directions, and that of nonorthogonal wavevectors forming a triangular superlattice, and found the band flattening behaviors are qualitatively the same. Thus periodic magnetic fields can be used as an effective way of creating flat band Dirac systems with different superlattice symmetries. (Color online) Low-energy band structure in the 1st Brillouin zone (top) and density of states (DOS, bottom) exhibiting the flat bands, obtained by numerically diagonalizing the Hamiltonian Eq. (1) truncated at 1st momentum shell. In the bottom panel, the solid, dot-dashed, and dotted curves respectively correspond to B = 65T (flat band), 62.5T, and 59T. The period a = 20 nm, and a Gaussian broadening of 2 meV is used.
We next show that periodic magnetic fields can lead to band flattening for 2D Schrödinger electrons as well. Thus Dirac dispersion is not a necessity for realizing 2D flat band lattices. The derivation of the effective Hamiltonian is very similar to that for Dirac electrons. To the leading order the counterpart of Eq. (4) is
where ω c = eB/m * with m * the effective electron mass (0.067 m e for GaAs). The effective Hamiltonian is
where H S 0 is the 2D Schrödinger Hamiltonian, ≡ /eB, and the 2nd term is due to the fact that |A(r)| 2 has a nonzero spatial average. Thus the magic ratio for Schrödinger electrons is
which will give a flat band located at finite energy ∼ e 2 B 2 /2m * K 2 , as shown in Fig. 2 . We did not perform convergence checks but give another estimate of the magic ratio below. (Color online) Low-energy band structure at the magic ratio (top) and the DOS (bottom) for Schrödinger electrons in the presence of 2D spatially periodic magnetic field. In the bottom panel, the solid, dot-dashed, and dotted curves represent B =46T (flat band), 39T, and 50T, respectively. The period a = 20 nm, and a Gaussian broadening of 0.2 meV is used. To better compare the DOS profiles for different B we did not include the energy shift due to |A| 2 .
That Dirac and Schrödinger electrons have different magic ratios can be understood in the following way. First note that the Dirac Hamiltonian Eq. (1) has a particle-hole symmetry σ z H D σ z = −H D . Therefore, the eigenenergy spectrum is symmetric with respect to zero energy. If H D has a flat band of eigenenergy E, (H D ) 2 should also have a flat band with eigenvalue E 2 . Conversely, the existence of a flat band for H D can be determined from the spectrum of (H D ) 2 :
which is identical to the Hamiltonian of a Schrödinger electron of "mass" 1/2v
2 F subject to the same vector potential A and a periodic "Zeeman" potential e v 2 F B(r), despite the different dimensions. In the case of an uniform magnetic field this extra term shifts the 0th Landau level to zero energy and represents the π Berry phase of Dirac electrons. Since there is no spin-orbit coupling in the present problem the periodic Zeeman field can be viewed as scalar potentials of opposite signs for opposite spin directions. Taking the spin-up branch as an example, the Zeeman-like term will add ω c /4 to each V in Eq. (8) , which leads to an (H D )
Compared with Eq. (9), above equation gives the same magic ratio as Eq. (6), and the flat band is now at zero energy. We will make use of this connection between Dirac and Schrödinger electrons again below. It is interesting to note from the discussion above that the periodic scalar potential increases the kinetic energy of Schrödinger electrons and therefore cannot lead to 2D flat bands by itself. In the Supplemental Information we showed that the same conclusion also applies to Dirac electrons, although there it is possible to realize 1D flat bands [75, 76] .
We now discuss why periodic magnetic fields or vector potentials are special in creating flat bands. Usually the quantum effects of magnetic fields are treated in the Landau level basis, which is most convenient for slow-varying and strong magnetic fields. However, for the present problem of relatively weak and periodic magnetic fields, we find it to be illuminating if one sticks with coordinate basis and exploits the discrete translation symmetry. Note the regime that we are interested in is when the electron wavelength is much larger than the period of the magnetic field. Here we adopt an elementary view of this (homogenization) problem using finite difference. For Schrödinger electrons this is equivalent to solving a single-orbital tight-binding model on a square lattice with successively finer grids, in order to capture the behaviors at shorter and shorter wavelengths. However, the long-wavelength limit should be able to be qualitatively described by a very coarse discretization allowed by the periodic potential. We thus consider the following spinless tight-binding model on a 2D square lattice:
where t = 2 /2m * a 2 is the hopping parameter, and the summation is over nearest neighbors. The 4t comes from the 5-point stencil finite difference formula of 2D Laplacian, and also shifts the band bottom at zero magnetic field to zero energy. The phase e iφij is due to staggered magnetic fluxes on the square lattice originating from the periodic magnetic field. For the 2D-cosinusoidal magnetic field used above the absolute value of the flux through a plaquette is Φ = 16B/K 2 = 8Ba 2 /π 2 , if we choose nearest neighbor bonds to be along the zero magnetic field lines. All positive flux plaquettes only share edges with negative flux ones. The square lattice looks like a checkerboard, with two sites per unit cell, and the black and white squares correspond to positive and negative magnetic fluxes of the same size (Fig. 3, left) . Integrating the vector potential in Eq. (2) along the bonds gives the phase φ ij
where positive sign means the plaquette on the left of the directional hopping path has positive flux, and Φ 0 = h/e. The phase can also be obtained without choosing an explicit gauge, by considering symmetry and the value of the total flux through a plaquette [77] . The Fourier-transformed Hamiltonian is written as a 2 × 2 matrix
where h k = −2t e iφ cos(k x a) + e −iφ cos(k y a) . The eigenvalues are
For any given φ we can expand ± around small k, which gives
Thus when φ → π/2, the quadratic term approaches to zero, i.e. the low-energy band for long wavelengths becomes flat. The magic ratio is therefore
or eB/ K 2 ≈ 0.393. At this value of φ the eigenenergies
where the 2nd term vanishes along k x = ±k y . The density of states (at E = 4t) does not diverge at this exact point because of the linear band touching along k x = ±k y . It will however diverge when φ is infinitely close to π/2. The band structure and DOS can be found in [73] . The magic ratio in Eq. (18) is smaller than that obtained using 2nd-order perturbation in momentum space Eq. (10), but the two values are expected to converge to the same limit as one includes more momentum shells or uses finer grids in either method. More importantly, we are now able to understand the origin of the flat band using lattice models and to make connections with many early examples in this context [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] , in terms of destructive interference. In the present case, the destructive interference comes from the critical φ = π/2, which makes t ij = −t ji for nearest neighbors i and j. Specifically, for some local wavefunction having equal weights on two diagonal sites of a plaquette, hopping to their common nearest neighbors will cancel out. This is the reason for the complete flatness of the bands along k x = ±k y . At distances much larger than the lattice period, such cancellation leads to strong suppression of hopping along almost all directions. We note that the flat bands in the present case are not completely flat throughout the Brillouin zone as that in conventional flat band lattice models, but are asymptotically flat at long wavelengths with diverging DOS, as in the case of twisted bilayer graphene.
We next apply the same approach to Dirac electrons. To circumvent the Fermion doubling problem, we still use the trick of squaring the Dirac Hamiltonian. In order to account for the Zeeman-like term whose absolute value becomes maximum at the center of each plaquette, one must add at least a site at each plaquette center. This requires the discrete lattice shown in the right panel of Fig. 3 , with 8 sites per unit cell, including four bondcenter sites. The tight-binding model without the Zeeman term is similar to Eq. (13), except that φ ij = ±φ/2 only on the bonds along the plaquette edges and zero otherwise [73] . If we consider a single spin species, the Zeeman term is simply a staggered onsite pontential on the plaquette-center sites. Its value, however, should not be directly taken as the maximum of the Zeeman potential in the continuous problem, but should be set in a way that the lowest eigenenergy at zero momentum is pinned at zero, for the purpose of reproducing the low-energy gapless spectrum (squared) of Dirac electrons [78] .
Interestingly, we find that the Zeeman term works in reducing occupancy of the plaquette-corner sites for the low-energy zero momentum eigenstate, which leads to a nontrivial modification to the flat band condition. The flat band (when the lowest energy band has a minimum band width) now occurs at φ = π, or
≈ 0.785 (20) At this point, the lowest energy state at zone center has zero weight on the plaquette corner sites. As we have explained in the case of Schrödinger electrons, hopping from these sites will not lead to destructive interference if the accumulated phase along each plaquette edge is ±π. Strong cancellation between hopping from the remaining sites however persists because of the ±i phase factor on the plaquette-edge bonds. A more complete discussion on the quantum interference effects will be given elsewhere. Eqs. (20) and (6) [Eqs. (18) and (10)] can be crudely viewed as two bounds of the magic ratio for Dirac (Schrödinger) electrons subject to periodic magnetic fields of such a special form. In more general cases, we expect flat bands to appear when the magnetic flux through each plaquette (not necessarily of square shape) to be on the order of Φ 0 , which is a rather modest requirement especially for large periods or small K. Since Φ 0 ≈ 4.136 × 10 −3 T·µm 2 , a µm period field only needs to have an amplitude ∼ 10 2 Gauss. In the case of graphene, such long wavelengths also mean the two valleys of graphene can be viewed as independent [75, 76] . Experimentally one can use either transport [50] [51] [52] [55] [56] [57] or spectroscopic [75] methods to reveal the existence of the flat bands [9, 10, 12, 13] . While our prescription works for both Dirac materials and 2DEG, the former can take advantage of the various pseudo-magnetic fields through e.g. periodic strain or Zeeman field that may be easier to implement experimentally. The latter, however, can have the same flat band conditions as Dirac electrons in a magnetic field, when the g-factor g ≈ 2m e /m * , where m e is the electron mass. Finally, the complex hopping in the tight-binding models is reminiscent of the loopcurrent model for cuprates [79, 80] , thus suggesting potential new interaction-driven phases in the magneticallyinduced flat bands.
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